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Max Yampolsky, CEO at One Click Crypto.

November 2022 was undoubtedly one of the most historically significant months in crypto.

This year’s misfortunes highlighted the holes in crypto and what needs to be rebuilt in the next several months
for the industry to rise again to its former status as the future of money, as Reuters like to call it.

On a macroeconomic level, the US dollar lost value compared to the Euro and British Pound. At the same time,
Gold and Stocks began to rally due to the over-tightening monetary policy of the FED. For crypto, November was
not as bright, as the FTX exchange’s collapse sent shockwaves across the industry, returning it to pre-2020 prices.

In this month’s report, we will analyze the impact of FTX’s contagion across the market, the current state of DeFi,
DEXs, and CEXs, as well as the big picture of AI in crypto asset management.

Part 1: Market Summary
Data from 12+ independent sources, synthesized for the One Click Crypto reader.

1.1 Cryptocurrency Market
In November, the cryptocurrency market lost over $153.61Bn of its market cap, with most of the losses coming
immediately after the collapse of the FTX exchange. The rapid downflow saw FTX’s native token, FTT, devalue by
over -78.12% in 24 hours. Over $1.80Bn worth of Bitcoin was taken out of centralized exchanges.

Total cryptocurrency market cap for November 2022 (taken on Nov 30 at 23:59 UTC). Source: TradingView
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Top 10 cryptocurrencies
Solana (SOL), a top 10 crypto coin at the beginning of the month, dropped by -57.62%, while Cardano (ADA) kept
its ninth position after losing -21.06% from its price. Polygon (MATIC) was one of the few gainers with a modest
+2.94% price increase in November.

Overall cryptocurrency performance for November 2022 (taken on Nov 30 at 23:59 UTC). Source: CoinCodex

Historical Bitcoin Performance
This year’s November was the third worst in BTC’s history. For December, the average ROI is +5.70%, with Bitcoin
dropping by -18.90% in the final 31 days of 2021.

Bitcoin monthly returns throughout the years. Source: CoinGlass
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Bitcoin in November 2022
Bitcoin opened in November at $20,493 and was up by +4.78% in seven days, up to $21,473. Then on Nov 5, the
disaster for FTX began, seeing the exchange go from $32Bn to bankrupt. Bitcoin led the downfall of the whole
cryptocurrency market, dropping by -27.20% to $15,632. For the rest of the month, BTC traded in a narrow range
between $15,600 and $17,300, ending November at $17,166.

Chart of Bitcoin’s price history between Nov  1 - Nov 30. Source: TradingView

BTC Perpetual Futures Funding Rate
In November, BTC perpetual futures funding rates tended to be in and dropped to record negative territory,
indicating a tilt toward short positioning.

Source: Crypto.com November Alpha Navigator
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1.2 DeFi, Stablecoins, DEX’s

Total value locked in DeFi:
In November, the total value locked (TVL) in DeFi went down from $54.69Bn to $42.56Bn (-22.17%).

Source: DefiLlama

One of the largest losers was Solen (SLND), a Solana chain lending protocol that dropped by -90.10%, erasing over
$286.71M of its value after a whale got liquidated during FTX’s collapse.

Source: DefiLlama

On the other side of the spectrum, there were several big gainers, including Cashflow (DEX), Silo Finance
(Lending Platform), and Shell Protocol (DEX).

Source: DefiLlama
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Bridge Volume in all bridges (October and November):
Decentralized bridge volume jumped in November, reaching a daily peak of $1.46Bn on Nov 19. The total monthly
volume, according to DefiLlama, was $8.06Bn, which is an +115.72% increase from October.

Source: DefiLlama

Total Funding Rounds
More than $1.05Bn were raised for DeFi projects in November. That is shy of the year’s high from March of
$3.56Bn, but still shows investors’ interest in the Web3 space even with all the FUD that overwhelms the media
daily. Last month, one of the largest fund rounds was that of Veax, a DEX on NEAR, that raised $1.2M Pre-seed.

Stablecoins Circulation
The Ethereum blockchain remained the preferred network for stablecoin transactions in November. At a share of
41.27%, USDC was the dominant stablecoin on the ETH chain.

Source: DefiLlama
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1.3 Centralized Exchanges
Centralized exchanges (CEX) remain the top way for investors to buy and sell cryptocurrencies. After FTXs
mishandle customers' funds, transparency grows as the number one priority of CEXs. Binance pivoted the way of
making it a practice to provide monthly Proof-of-Reserve stats to ensure that the exchange is liquid.

Kraken’s ex-CEO Jesse Powell critiqued the initiative, calling it “useless” if exchanges fail to provide a full list of
both assets and liabilities. Nonetheless, this is a step in the right direction for Web3.

Glassnode introduces Proof-of-Reserve Exchange Metrics.
Glassnode introduces an array of proof-of-reserve metrics to easily monitor the balances of exchanges' on-chain
reserves held in self-reported addresses. As of Dec 6, eleven major exchanges have (partially) disclosed addresses:
Binance, Bitfinex, BitMEX, Bybit, Crypto.com, Deribit, Huobi, KuCoin, OKEx, SwissBorg, and CheckSig.

BTC Record Largest Outflows from Centralized Exchanges
With net outflows of -91,557 BTC in November, BTC experienced the largest negative flows from CEXs in its history,
according to CryptoCompare data.
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1.4 Macroeconomic Outlook

S&P 500 vs. Nasdaq vs. Dow Jones (vs. Crypto)
In November, the US economy grew by an average of %%%, according to the S&P, NASDAQ, and Dow Jones
indices.

Chart of SP500’s price history between Nov 1 - Nov 30. Source: Google Finance

However, the challenge for cryptocurrencies is whether they can overcome the negative sentiment following the
collapse of FTX and its aftermath. The negative correlation between cryptocurrencies and equities marks a
departure from the lockstep movement that has persisted for most of this year.

BTC vs. S&P 500 Correlation. Source: Crypto.com
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Commodity Markets
In November 2022

● Energy prices dropped -by 4.5%, led by coal (-12.2%) and natural gas in Europe (-8.5%).
● Non-energy prices gained +0.7%.
● Agricultural prices declined -by -0.4%.
● Food prices eased -0.1%, with grains dropping by -3.9%.
● Beverage prices dropped by -5.2%, while raw materials increased by +2.1%.
● Fertilizer prices declined by -5.8%.
● Metal prices gained +5%, led by nickel +16%, tin +9.6%, and copper +5.2%.
● Precious metals increased by +4.4%.

Source: WorldBank.org

Gold:
In November, Gold gained traction as the weakening of the US dollar led investors to rely on the time-tested
inflation hedge. At the end of the month, Gold was trading at $1,773.42 per ounce (+7.68% monthly gain).

Source: BullionVault

This marks the lowest point of the year for the Bitcoin/Gold correlation at 9.7722.

Source: Longtermtrends
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Part 2: Research

2.1 AI In Cryptocurrency Trading: The Big Picture
Blockchain technologies and decentralized networks have revolutionized our perception of how money works.
Transferring funds, paying taxes, and even getting a cup of coffee at Starbucks will never be the same again.

The possibilities are limitless, and the best part is that everyone gets a fair shot! With the rise of DeFi, a completely
new exchange market has developed amid DEXes (Decentralized Exchanges).

Crypto is several times more volatile than typical Fiat markets, and trading may be extremely challenging even for
the most experienced traders. Luckily, Blockchain isn’t the only high-tech innovation to emerge in recent years.

Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Neural Networks made their debuts, and they aren’t going away
anytime soon. They’ve already impacted various industries, but today we’ll look at how they affect cryptocurrency
trading!

Cryptocurrencies versus Fiat Money
Let’s break down the key similarities and differences between fiat and crypto.

Similarities:
● Store of value — Both can be used as means of saving and allocating capital
● Frictionless payments — 1USD is 100 cents, while 1BTC is 100M satoshis
● Medium of exchange — The perceived value is accepted as a form of payment

Differences:
● Fiats can have a physical form, while Bitcoin type of currencies are ENTIRELY DIGITAL
● Cryptocurrencies are NOT regulated by central authorities or backed by governments
● Cryptos DON’T require an intermediary to validate a transaction, like a bank in the case of fiat money.
● Fiat cash loses value because of inflation, cryptos aren’t affected, and some even argue that they’re

DEFLATIONARY.
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Decentralized Exchange (DEX) vs. Foreign Exchange (FOREX)
We saw how cryptos and fiats differentiate, but how do their markets differ? Let’s look at several categories to
determine it.

Volatility
Bitcoin is significantly more volatile than fiat currency. The transaction’s speculative nature, in which speculators
want to make quick money by booking profits, is mostly to blame for the volatility.

Risk
As a result, trading with cryptocurrencies is tremendously risky for rookie traders and, on occasion, professionals.

Investment
Considering Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other DeFi projects as long-term investments would be fine because there
are other essential considerations to make.

Trading
Both markets offer an opportunity for active trading. While algorithm-based trading bots have demonstrated
success with classical market pairs, there’s a need for using AI in crypto exchanges.

Takeaway: DEXes are much more volatile and riskier than traditional markets like stocks or forex. Again a demand
for automation and control is needed.

The Absence Of Regulation Is One Of The Biggest Perks Of DEXes, But it May Lead To Potential Vulnerabilities If The Network
Isn’t Monitored! Open Source Code That Can Be Collectively Improved By Devs Worldwide Solves Part Of The Equation.

Implementing AI To Make The Process Automated & Quicker Gives Us The Full Solution!
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How AI Improves Crypto Trading?
Throughout the years, analytical traders created hundreds, if not thousands, of different chart patterns and price
indicators to help you get the most out of the market conditions.

Do traditional strategies work?
● While it’s speculative at best if they even work for traditional trading, we can agree that some groups of

people are very successful with them.

● Cryptocurrencies have more frequent sudden price changes and show a bigger amplitude in price. The
DEXes are up 24/7, unlike FOREX, which runs Mon-Fri.

● Traditional strategies often fail with crypto and are quickly overtaken by new, revolutionary ones.

Solution with the help of AI
● Crypto trading needs to be adaptive, but how can we do that? Simple — with the help of artificial

intelligence, machine learning, and neural networks!

● Imagine cloning the best crypto trader in the world several times and forcing him to learn from a decade
of data.

● After that, consolidate all that knowledge into a single trader and repeat the entire process a few times.

● That is the power of machine learning, and it is now time to see what it can do for YOUR crypto trading.

Better Sentiment Analysis Using Artificial Intelligence

Problem/Solution
● To evaluate the sentiment of the cryptocurrency market, massive volumes of data sources must be

gathered and analyzed.

● That covers media, journals, articles, forums, online posts, stock internet forums, and others…

● Machine learning can detect market manipulations using AI. Investors will know what to do with the
insights discovered in the data.

Common methods of sentiment analysis for evaluating the crypto market:
● Polarity analysis examines assertions and assigns labels based on whether they are positive, negative, or

neutral.

● Tone/emotion: NLP can analyze the text’s emotion or tone.

● Aspect-based sentiment analysis categorizes data by the specific company or service and detects the
sentiment associated with each one.

How AI offers a better and quicker way for sentiment analysis?
● Machine learning is based on evolutionary strategies, making finding the most optimal setup an

automated and faster process.

● Computers can process a lot of data, but how efficient they are in it is another question. With the help of
artificial intelligence, we can cut the learning curve.

● While machines can’t feel emotions, they can learn to find trigger words and phrases and draw
mathematical conclusions.
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Forecasting The Crypto Market Using AI (Study)
Historically, machine learning has proven to be excellent in making accurate predictions in the stock market. Still,
there were some restrictions with DEX markets.

Why cryptocurrencies are harder to predict?
The reason would be a variety of variables such as technology advancement, market competitiveness, internal
pressure, economic challenges, security concerns, political considerations, and maybe most importantly — social
media news (yes, we know).

Given their extraordinary volatility, cryptos provide enormous profit potential if pragmatic new strategies are
employed. Unfortunately, owing to the absence of indexes, cryptocurrencies are less predictable than typical
financial forecasts.

Tickeron Uses AI Crypto Scanners For Forecasting The Crypto Market, And Deliver Signals For Traders.

What science has to say when using AI for speculating the market?
A recent study from the University of Coimbra in Portugal examined the predictability of the three big
cryptocurrencies — Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin — using machine learning techniques such as linear models,
random forests, and support vector machines.

The encouraging findings back up the claim that machine learning offers solid approaches for evaluating the
predictability of cryptocurrencies and developing effective trading strategies in these markets, even in bad
market conditions.

When prices are decreasing, and the risk of extreme negative events is high, the trading method nevertheless
shows a positive return after trading costs, indicating that these strategies may hold even under fairly adverse
market conditions.
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Make Sure To Read The Full Paper On SpringerOpen To Get The Fool Scope Of The Study & The Benefits Of AI In Predicting The
Crypto Market!

Automated Crypto Trading With & Without AI
Both types of crypto trading bots can differ in the used strategy, so you need to be careful if your chosen service
provides the correct tactics.

Without AI
The team of Captainaltcoin perfectly split the algorithm strategies into four categories:

● Arbitrage bots

● Market making bots

● Technical trading bots

● Profile automation bots

With AI
Our team at One Click Crypto, on the other hand, split AI strategies into the following three:

● Risk management AI bots

● Bull market crypto trading bots

● Sideway portfolio maximizing bots

All of these are powered by the best machine learning that’s backed both in literature and backtesting.
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The Biggest Benefit Of Using An AI Trading Bot Is That You Save Time From Looking At Price Charts 24/7! Photo Via Unsplash
By: Adam Nowakowski

Security When Using an AI Trading Bot
Before picking any automated software for your cryptocurrency trading, there are several questions you need to
ask yourself:

1. Is the team trustworthy?
Trusting your money to a trading bot means trusting the team behind the service. You must gather as much
knowledge on their qualifications, practices, and prior results.

Trading, in general, is hazardous, and you need to remember that the full responsibility for your finance is on you,
so be picky with whom you trust to manage your savings.

Never invest money you aren’t ready to lose!

2. Does the bot trade with the strategy I want?
If you are an experienced trader looking to maximize your trading, be sure the services you choose include a bot
that can follow your approach.

Most good crypto trading companies offer some kind of a free trial, so make good use of it.

Demo accounts that trade with virtual money are also helpful for testing the bot’s strategy. An alternative is using
a smaller investment, like 100–200 US dollars.

An important note is that AI trading bots don’t follow a set strategy like traditional bots. They learn from
thousands of days’ worth of data and optimize their strategy to the current market condition.
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3. Does the service offer good support and community?
Reliable support and community to discuss the latest methods or technology are crucial. Always check if the
service has an active Telegram/Discord community.

4. Is it easy to use, and how much prior knowledge do I need?
Crypto trading automation tools are designed to make your life easier and save time. They're better choices if you
need to be a software developer to create one (which is not your profession).

The best trading bots are effective and have an excellent interface that’s easy to use. One of the goals of creating
One Button Trader was to make crypto trading as easy as clicking one button.

Antier Solutions Are Leaders In Blockchain Development. They Did The Audit Of One Click Crypto’s OBT Token To Guarantee
Maximum Security For The Future Investors In The Project!

How AI Is Used In Blockchain
ML plays a vital role when trying to reap maximum gains from crypto trading but can AI improve the whole way
Blockchain operates?

Blockchain and AI value correlations
● Authenticity — Combining Blockchain and AI can improve data security.

● Augmentation — AI can process an enormous information in Blockchain while creating a trustworthy and
transparent data economy.

● Automation — AI models incorporated in Blockchain smart contracts can quickly process orders.

AI + Blockchain success stories
● Healthcare — Organizations can collaborate to improve care while respecting patient privacy by storing

patient data on Blockchain, including electronic health records.

● Life sciences — AI can process an enormous information in Blockchain while creating a trustworthy and
transparent data economy.

● Finance — Speed, low transaction fees, complete privacy, and secure automation. What else can you ask
for from a financial institution?

● Supply chain — Track everything on the supply chain with lightning-fast speed without spending
additional resources.
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Libonomy Uses AI To Improve The Speed, Energy-Efficiency & Security Of Their Blockchain!

AI & Blockchain Development In The Next 10+ Years
The impact of both technologies is already huge! Artificial intelligence is heavily utilized in transportation,
medicine, and cybersecurity, while Blockchain has revolutionized finance and isn’t stopping there. Here’s our
prediction on how the development will continue:

2022–2025
● NFTs & crypto identities will become mainstream (FB is now “Meta”)

● Businesses will rely heavily on AI for making analyses, forecasts & automation tasks

● Cryptocurrencies will become widely accepted, and their use will be even more practical

● Healthcare will see improvement thanks to both blockchain distribution & AI management

● More developers and investors for DeFi projects, and crypto trading, will be 60%+ AI-driven

2025–2030
● Blockchain will allocate $1.7 trillion in economic growth (estimate according to PwC)

● Artificial Intelligence will become mainstream, and it’ll be implemented in every business.

● Bitcoin to reach up to $400–500k value (prediction by several respectable investors)

● AI will manage 90% of cybersecurity and help cryptos become several countries' main currency.

● Smart AI trading strategies will manage around 98% of the trading volume.
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2030 And Beyond
● We can only imagine what the future holds, but it’s safe to say that 10 years from now, every single person

that lives in a developed country will understand what cryptocurrencies are and how to use them.

● Machines powered by AI & ML will overtake many traditional professions. Opportunities for VR professions
will emerge as the world begins its march towards virtualization (Yes, the Matrix was a documentary).

● Complete new technologies will be built on the foundation of Blockchain & AI.

Love Him Or Hate Him, Mark Zuckerberg Has Demonstrated He’s Capable Of Altering Our Life. Forget About Living On Social
Media — Living In The Metaverse Will Become The New Reality In The Future…

Wrap Up
We are experiencing one of the best periods of technological advancements. With the rise of DEXes and DeFi,
there’s an increased need for automation which neural network programming seems to fit.

What seemed impossible before in the face of predicting where the crypto market will go now seems a more
predictable venture thanks to the AI trading bots that use 100% ML models.

There is certainly a lot to be learned on these topics, and several pages are hardly enough, but reading this article
will undoubtedly build a strong foundation for topics like Blockchain & AI.

Remember never to stop being hungry for new knowledge and to follow the latest news in the digital world. The
more you learn today, the easier your adaptation in the future will be!
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2.2 More Research
The Greatest Cryptocurrency Trades and Their Success Stories
Top 7 Artificial Intelligence Investments For The 2023 Recession
AI Crypto Trading Bot With 100% Accuracy
Top 5 Crypto Trading Bots For November 2022: Performance Review
Can AI Trading Bot Beat ETH By +0.23% Daily?
AI Trading Bot: Understanding Its Behavior And Decision-Making Patterns
15 Crypto Funds 2021–2022 Performance
How Computers Became Better Wealth Managers Than Humans
Will Regulations Kill Decentralized Finance Or Save It?
World’s Richest Gamblers (Investors) — Making Billions With Mathematics
How Did AI Respond To The Terra (LUNA) Meltdown?
The Impact Of Inflation On The Cryptocurrency Market
Time In The Market Vs. Timing The Market: Why Even Long-Term Holders Lose Money In Crypto
Investing During A Bear Market: How To Not Lose Your Money In Crypto
Can Bitcoin Solve The Money Problem? Why Money Is Dead.
DeFi Trends In 2022 Web3. Is The Future Of Finance On The Blockchain?
Should You Invest In Funds? Real State Of Wealth Management Market in 2022.
What Strategy Saves The Most Money During a 50% Ethereum Drop?
Making Money In Crypto: 10 Proven Tactics For Effective Cryptocurrency Investing.
AI/ML In 2022. Why investing in tech projects will set you apart for a lifetime.
AI In Cryptocurrency Trading: The Big Picture
Can AI Outperform The Bear Market?
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Part 3: One Click Crypto AI Performance

3.1 Long-term Performance
One Click Crypto kept its edge over Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH) over the last six months, while the top two
cryptocurrencies lost over -30% of their price each.

The average return of all active 1CC strategies for the last 1,3, and 6 months, as of November 30, 2022. Source: 1CC app

3.2 Best-Performing AI Strategies In November 2022
November's best-trading AI strategies at One Click were Horizon at -4.14% and Solar at -4.38%. Both bots have a
track record as good risk management tools.

Table of the net return of the top 3 AI strategies at 1CC in November 2022. Data Source: 1CC app

3.3 Best-Performing Market Pairs In November 2022
Profits are possible even during a crypto recession. The Performer v2 strategy proved it by gaining +19.67% in FTM:
USDT and +17.23% in LTC: BUSD. Horizon was profitable in LINK: BUSD with +13.30% ROI.

November 2022 return of the best-performing market pairs and the strategy used for them. Source: 1CC app
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3.4 Historical Track Record

Outperforming Bitcoin

One Click Crypto vs. BTC Jan 15, 2021 - Nov 30, 2022. Source: 1CC Internal Stats

The graph focuses on the average performance of all BTC trading strategies on One Click Crypto. The AI-managed
BTC outshines the underlying asset by +66.07% over 22 months, showing a positive long-term trend.

One Click Crypto’s long-term results against Bitcoin:

1CC: +10.24% | BTC: -55.83%

Outperforming Ethereum

One Click Crypto vs. ETH Jan 14, 2021 - Nov 30, 2022. 1CC Internal Stats

The AI-managed Ethereum strategy outperformed ETH by +149.37% over 22 months, with an even stronger
long-term projection trend than Bitcoin.

One Click Crypto’s long-term results against Ethereum:

1CC: +154.60% | ETH: +5.23%
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Predicting The LUNA Crash
On May 7, 2022, LUNA started its descent from $80 per token to oblivion. On May 11, it reached $1; the next day, it
was $0.01, which disappointed all the project investors. One Click Crypto traded LUNA market pairs at the time,
and a few strategies were still in use during the bleeding period. How did they react?

We observed the first
market reaction by the
Performer v2 strategy
trading on the LUNA:
BUSD pair. On May 9,
20:05, the robot sold
its LUNA position at
$59.30. On May 10, just
after 17 hours, the
price of LUNA was
already at $29.65,
saving the investor
from a -50% loss.

A trading bot that traded a LUNA pair for over four months. Source: 1CC app.

The Clipper AI strategy holds the second notable account of LUNA trading, quitting the position on May 8 at
$65.93 per LUNA, riding it down to $3.90, and not trading ever since.

Trade history of one AI bot that fell under the LUNA apocalypse. Source 1CC app.

Another interesting situation happened to the strategies that traded LUNA until it reached its lows on May 14.
One of the Performer v2 bots entered a position at around $0.0001, buying more than 600,000 LUNA. On the
same day, the price of LUNA went up by more than +200%, giving the user an incredible ROI and offsetting
previous losses.
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Part 4: Company News

4.1 One Click Crypto: Vision for 2023
As we move toward the One Click DeFi products and 1CC token launch, it makes sense to recap what we have
already achieved and where we want to go.

One Click Product Roadmap
One Click's further development will be split into multiple phases, each focusing on one primary aspect.

Phase 1: One Click Decentralized
● Launch of web3 routing smart contract

● Integration of protocols on the Ethereum chain: Aave, Compound, Curve, Convex, Frax

● Launch of 1CC staking

By the end of this product phase, users can use the One Click interface to diversify their capital into the most
reputable passive interest farming protocols on Ethereum. Contract interaction will be done directly from their
web3 non-custodial wallet (e.g., Metamask).

The One Click routing engine will automatically suggest the most relevant pools and allocations, yet, the users
can edit the choice of strategies to their liking.

Phase 2: One Click Customized
● Launch of robo-advisory engine

● Set up of AI oracles

● Dynamic rebalancing infrastructure

Once this phase is implemented, the One Click recommendation engine can suggest strategies and pools based
on the user's investment profile (e.g., goals, timeline, income level, etc.)

In addition to that, the rebalancing feature will be implemented, which will proactively offer allocation changes
between strategies depending on the changing protocol conditions (APY/TVL/Liquidity/Risk level)

Phase 3: One Click Governed
● Implementation of the 1CC governance model

● Implementation of the strategy pools for portfolio managers

● Integrations of the initial portfolio managers and non-farming strategies

By this time, the One Click protocol will achieve its scaling phase. With the introduction of investment pools,
external portfolio managers and yield providers can submit their applications to feature their strategies to be a
part of the network.

With the governance model in place, the community and 1CC token holders can vote for new protocols and
strategies to be integrated into the One Click investment app.
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Phase 4: One Click Unleashed
● Bringing DeFi to the masses.

● Launch of the complimentary institutional-grade and retail One Click ecosystem products, such as One
Click Treasury Management, One Click Wallet, and One Click Card.

● One Click investment interface via credit card/bank account.

● Integrations with major fintech and banking apps.

In this phase, the protocol will extend its offering to additional products built on top of the existing ecosystem.

One Click will aim to reach global adoption through a simplified user experience tailored for non-crypto natives.
Customers will be able to use One Click products directly from their credit card or a bank account without the
need to have a non-custodial web3 wallet.

One Click will offer its simple DeFi integrations to a range of partners, from exchanges to modern banks aiming at
crypto adoption.

Where we are today:

Existing web2.1 investment product
Launched in November 2020, we developed a non-custodial Algo trading product with a simple user interface
and proprietary momentum-driven strategies based on machine learning.

The existing product is rich in web2 functionality such as advanced analytics, stop loss, API integrations,
email/Telegram notifications, and web3 features like wallet and NFT integrations.

Leading amongst competitor Algo trading apps
According to the community and user reviews, the existing One Click product offering had proven to be a leader
in the Algo trading product space in a) user-friendliness, b) reliability, c) returns, and d) track record.

Although the One Click trading models performed well above the market in the last 2 years, the overall market
correlation is present. Since the strategies are trading spot, they are far from being market neutral.

Dependent on 3rd party (centralized exchanges)
The existing One Click product can only be used on centralized exchanges, which makes its business model
reliant on the third party and restricts the scaling potential. In addition, relying on a 3rd party contradicts the
decentralized ethos and makes it challenging to create a tailored user experience.

Tight and active community
Over the years, we have built a robust and engaged community with more than 21,000 registered users.

Our community consists of 50–50 of both crypto native traders/farmers and non-native passive investors, most of
them avid users of Algo trading and DeFi farming products in the space.

Innovation in AI+crypto+trading
The One Click project and the team have been innovating on the cutting edge of multiple industries, coming up
with new concepts and unique solutions in AI technology and portfolio management.

A solid brand with a track record in crypto
With over 2 years of market presence in web3, One Click established itself as a reliable player in the industry,
trusted by thousands of users and millions in capital managed.
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Where we want to be:

A go-to place for crypto investors
One Click aims to become a one-stop shop for investors (both crypto-native + non-natives) looking to deploy and
grow their capital effectively.

Decentralized focused
We strive to build our products independent of 3rd party entities (such as centralized exchanges) so that users
can get the benefits and transparency of decentralized finance.

Market-neutral
One Click will aim to deliver a close-to-market-neutral investment experience where the end user can receive
gains regardless of whether the markets are moving up, down, or sideways. The most optimal risk-to-reward ratio
will be achieved by bringing together the power of hundreds of the top DeFi protocols and portfolio managers
under one roof.

A go-to web3 community hub
We strive to become a place for education and communication where both degen and non-degen commingle.

A go-to place for investment managers
One Click aims to become a place the top investment managers want to become a part of by either featuring
their strategies or managing assets.

A place for protocols to want to be integrated
One Click is the ultimate DeFi investment aggregator, which new and existing protocols would want to be a part
of and get access to capital.

A product that drives crypto adoption in mainstream markets
With One Click products, we want to onboard as many new users to web3 as possible and drive crypto adoption
in mainstream markets.

A fund that supports further adoption and the ecosystem
At some point in the future, we want to support promising projects and talented teams in the ecosystem with
grants and funding.

A secure, reliable, and user-friendly brand in the crypto industry and beyond
We aim to maintain our solid presence in the industry and bring our products together with our values to the
mass market.

A protocol for mainstream fintech apps to integrate into and with partner by achieving significant product
growth combined with overall crypto market adoption, One Click aims to become a go-to partner for major
fintech industry players to offer DeFi products to their customers.
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4.2 Lithium Partnership
One Click Crypto is partnering with Lithium, a platform where you can earn rewards by completing various tasks
called missions. The rewards are still available on our Lithium page.

How It Works
The Lithium platform rewards community members, who are engaged with the project. They measure
engagement by the missions you complete on the platform (quality and quantity).

Step 1 — Setup Your Account
● Visit the One Click Crypto page on Lithium

● Follow the steps to set up your account; you’ll need to connect your wallet and input your email address

Step 2 — Complete a task
● Select a task and follow the instructions (this could be engaging with a Twitter post or creating a crypto

bot on One Click Crypto)

● Wait while your task is marked

Step 3 — See Your Rewards
After your task has been marked, you’ll see the expected rewards on your dashboard

Step 4 — Claim Rewards
Start earning $OBT rewards by completing a few simple tasks.

We also put together an exciting competition for you, in which you can win $OBT, premium memberships to the
platform, and NFTs.

BONUS: One Click Crypto is part of Lithium's $2000 giveaway campaign.
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4.3 $1,000,000 Airdrop for OBT Holders
For its upcoming 1CC token launch, One Click Crypto will allocate $1,000,000 worth of its supply to OBT holders. A
total of 2,857,142.857 1CC tokens based on their public sale price of $0.35 will be airdropped to all holders of OBT.

How can you be eligible?
● Buy and hold OBT tokens.

Rules
● A snapshot of the OBT token holders will be taken 7 days before the official 1CC token listing (see the

exact date in upcoming announcements), and rewards will be airdropped on the next day.

● The rewards will be distributed to the same wallet address on a different chain (Ethereum). For example, if
you hold OBT on your Binance Chain wallet 0xe68…0b2, 1CC will be airdropped to the same wallet on
Ethereum Chain.

Distribution ratio
● Each OBT holder will receive one 1CC token for 3.5 OBT tokens.

Unlock schedule
● 50% of airdropped 1CC tokens will be unlocked in the first 7 days after listing; the rest will unlock linearly

over the next 5 months.

Example
● You are holding 35,000 OBT (Current price 1 OBT = ±$0.01)

● At the moment of an airdrop, you will receive 10,000 1CC tokens worth $3,500.
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4.4 One Click Crypto Events
After One Click Crypto’s campaigns in Singapore, Bali, and Dubai, it was time for the company to return to its
home continent, Europe. Specifically, One Click was pleased to attend one of the most important Web3 events of
the year, TOKEN2049, between Nov 9–10 in London.

Nov 9-10 TOKEN2049 In London

About TOKEN2049 London
TOKEN2049 is a premier crypto event held annually in Singapore and London, where CEOs and founders of the
leading Web3 companies share their market insights. TOKEN2049 unites the global crypto industry, bringing
together entrepreneurs, investors, developers, industry enthusiasts, and international media, creating
unparalleled networking opportunities.

Nov 23-24 Next Block Expo In Berlin
Between Nov 23–24, 2022, One Click Crypto was part of the Next Block Expo in Berlin. The company presented its
vision of the future of digital asset management and networked with Web3 entrepreneurs and investors. We
presented a pitch deck on the innovative and opportunistic CeDeFi sphere.

One Click’s CEO Max Yampolsky and COO Stoyan Ivanov in front of Next Block Expo, Berlin.
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Past Events
Below is a summary of One Click’s Summer tour in Asia, starting with our Singapore journey in June and July.

Read the Crypto Expo Asia Summary:

Read the Blockchain Week Summary:
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Read the Blockchain Conference Summary:

Read the Coinfest Asia Summary:

For the remainder of 2022, the One Click Crypto team will be active online and on the One Click Hub. Keep
an eye on our weekly newsletter for information on our next series of Web3 and Blockchain events.
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4.5 Product Updates

This Month’s Updates

Updated Help Center
portal
This month, we have
introduced an updated
Help Center portal. This
way, all the information
about One Click
Crypto’s app, AI
technology, and billing
can be found in one
centralized place.

Functionality to
archive bots in bulk
We have introduced a
feature that was highly
requested by some of
the One Click Crypto
app’s users - a
convenient
functionality to archive
active bots in bulk.

Other Updates
● Improved infrastructure and increased app availability
● Successfully transitioned to Crypto.com’s v3 exchange functionalities
● Improved data storage mechanism in order to increase the app’s performance speed
● Adopted Bitvavo changes related to stop-loss orders and order amount precision
● New functionality to display the AI diversification expectations when creating an investment portfolio
● Resolved loading issue related to the ROI and market ROI on the portfolio overview page
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Final Word
November showed us that no one is too big to fail. It also taught us valuable lessons on transparency, self-custody,
and ineffective funds management. FTX collapse highlighted the flaws of traditional monetary systems and
proved that decentralized finance did not fail; we did by refusing to use it as intended.

Markets, businesses, and whole industries go through life cycles. Textbooks refer to them as introduction, growth,
maturity, and decline. After it goes through all four, an industry either dies or restarts the process again. In one
year, the crypto market lost -73.33% of its value, and now it is in front of a crossroads.

At its current stage, crypto depends on external factors like regulatory compliances and favorable
macroeconomic conditions. However, DeFi, by design, is self-sufficient, and as its technology advances, the gap
between reaching crypto’s true potential will narrow.

For crypto to rise in 2023, the main product developing focus will be making Web3 applications that interact
directly with blockchains while also being user-friendly, secure, and fast. Companies are already making this shift,
giving a push to a new technological trend that will drive the industry upwards.

All the best,
Max Yampolsky, CEO at One Click Crypto,
ir@oneclick.fi
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One Click Crypto in Media
● Interview of One Click Crypto at Crypto Expo Dubai 2022
● One Click Crypto at Crypto Expo Asia 2022
● AI and ML-powered Crypto Trading Review
● OBT Officially Listed on Coinstore
● AI Trading Bots Outperform HODLing?
● OneButton NFTs Available for Minting, OBT Lists on Singapore-based Cryptocurrency Exchange Coinstore
● One Click Crypto Trading - Letting AI Technology Maximize Your Portfolio
● One Click Crypto Partners with Blockster, Its AI-Powered Trading Bots Outperforms the Crypto Market
● Deep Dive with One Click Crypto Trader
● One Click Crypto TOKEN - $OBT - HOW TO BUY WITH PANCAKE SWAP USING METAMASK AND KUCOIN
● The Biggest AI Crypto Trading Platform Is About To Shut Its Doors

One Click Crypto Resources
Subscribe to our newsletter to get updated on the latest news and price changes in crypto, as well as our most
recent performance and product updates.

● Our Insights:
One Click Crypto (1CC) Tokenomics
One Button Capital becomes One Click Crypto
Why Did We Start A Crypto Trading Company?
I’m officially giving in… to the AI
One Click Crypto Investment Thesis
AI Portfolio Management Technology

● Monthly Reports:
September 2022: One Click Crypto Report
August 2022: One Click Crypto Report
July 2022: One Click Crypto Report
June 2022: One Click Crypto Report
May 2022: One Click Crypto Report

● Articles:
AI Crypto Trading Bot With 100% Accuracy
Top 5 Crypto Trading Bots For November 2022: Performance Review
Can AI Trading Bot Beat ETH By +0.23% Daily?
AI Trading Bot: Understanding Its Behavior And Decision-Making Patterns
15 Crypto Funds 2021–2022 Performance
How Computers Became Better Wealth Managers Than Humans
Will Regulations Kill Decentralized Finance Or Save It?
World’s Richest Gamblers (Investors) — Making Billions With Mathematics
How Did AI Respond To The Terra (LUNA) Meltdown?
How Computers Became Better Wealth Managers Than Humans
Will Regulations Kill Decentralized Finance Or Save It?
World’s Richest Gamblers (Investors) — Making Billions With Mathematics
How Did AI Respond To The Terra (LUNA) Meltdown?
The Impact Of Inflation On The Cryptocurrency Market
Time In The Market Vs. Timing The Market: Why Even Long-Term Holders Lose Money In Crypto
Investing During A Bear Market: How To Not Lose Your Money In Crypto
Can Bitcoin Solve The Money Problem? Why Money Is Dead.
DeFi Trends In 2022 Web3. Is The Future Of Finance On The Blockchain?
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Should You Invest In Funds? Real State Of Wealth Management Market in 2022.
What Strategy Saves The Most Money During a 50% Ethereum Drop?
Making Money In Crypto: 10 Proven Tactics For Effective Cryptocurrency Investing.
AI/ML In 2022. Why investing in tech projects will set you apart for a lifetime.
AI In Cryptocurrency Trading: The Big Picture
Can AI Outperform The Bear Market?

● Weekly Newsletter:
Gold and Crypto Rally: Crypto Weekly Newsletter #028
FTX: Contagious or FUD? Crypto Weekly Newsletter #027
FTX's Collapse: Crypto Weekly Newsletter #026
Stablecoin Wars: Crypto Weekly Newsletter #025
The Musk Effect: Crypto Weekly Newsletter #024
Bearish AI Signal Ahead Of Earnings Week: Weekly Newsletter #023
Google Bets On Crypto: Weekly Newsletter #022
The $570M Binance Hack: Weekly Newsletter #021
Investors Sell Euros and Pounds For BTC: Weekly Newsletter #020
Institutional Uncertainty In Crypto: Weekly Newsletter #019
Post-Merge Turmoil: Weekly Newsletter #018
Critical Week For Crypto: Weekly Newsletter #017
Refunding $10M By An Accident: Weekly Newsletter #016
Crypto Payments at 90 Million Stores: Weekly Newsletter #015
The Crypto/Stocks Correlation Continues: Weekly Newsletter #014
Crypto Spring Finally Here? Weekly Newsletter #013
$10 Trillion Exposed To Crypto. Weekly Newsletter #012
Recession Is (NOT) Here. Weekly Newsletter #011
Blockchain Month. Weekly Newsletter #010
Ethereum Soars. Weekly Newsletter #009
Bear Market Bottom? Weekly Newsletter #008
Crypto vs. Regulations. Weekly Newsletter #007
Goodbye Trading Fees. Weekly Newsletter #006
Crypto Domino Effect: Weekly Newsletter #005
Bitcoin To $23,000: Weekly Newsletter #004
No More Money Printing: Weekly Newsletter #003
Record-Breaking Crypto Fund. Weekly Newsletter #002
Terra Aftermath. Weekly Newsletter #001

● Performer AI Case Studies
What Strategy Saves The Most Money During a 50% Ethereum Drop?
35 Case Studies Of Bitcoin vs AI/ML Trading Bots
Outperform The Bear Market
How AI Trading Bots Protect Our Investors' Crypto Portfolio During Bear Markets — Performer Case Study
3 Reasons Why Performer Is The Best AI Crypto Trading Bot For 2021
Performer — AI to sell at all-time highs

● Endeavour AI Case Studies
Endeavour AI Bot - Trained For Crushing USD Crypto Pairs

● Astral V2 AI Case Studies
The Story Of +204.18% Trading Bot. Beating Monero 3X In 4 Months — Astral v2 Case Study
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● Clipper AI Case Studies
How Trading AI Made +20% Extra Profit During A Bull Run — Clipper Case Study
The 3 Musketeers Of Crypto AI Trading

● Horizon AI Case Studies
Horizon Bot — Trained to Buy Low and Sell High
How Limit Order Trading Bot Made 6X Market ROI in 65 Days — Horizon Case Study

● More case studies on our website.
● Demo videos:

The Best Crypto Trading Bot - AI Trading Bot For Bitcoin Trading
The Best Crypto Trading Bot - AI Trading Bot That WORKS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEuXkfK8RhM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5S9bdpawNU8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QTAPzvbVlGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyUer7NQbmE
https://www.loom.com/share/66cc7a87d35a419a812a17fa57faea38

Disclaimer: This is not financial advice. This report is strictly educational and does not provide investment advice,
solicit the purchase or sale of any assets, or encourage readers to make financial decisions. Please use caution and
conduct independent research.
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